CARNA—alignment of RNA structure ensembles
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ABSTRACT

Due to recent algorithmic progress, tools for the gold standard of comparative RNA analysis, namely Sankoff-style simultaneous alignment and folding, are now readily applicable. Such approaches, however, compare RNAs with respect to a simultaneously predicted, single, nested consensus structure. To make multiple alignment of RNAs available in cases, where this limitation of the standard approach is critical, we introduce a web server that provides a complete and convenient interface to the RNA structure alignment tool ‘CARNA’. This tool uniquely supports RNAs with multiple conserved structures per RNA and aligns pseudoknots intrinsically; these features are highly desirable for aligning riboswitches, RNAs with conserved folding pathways, or pseudoknots. We represent structural input and output information as base pair probability dot plots; this provides large flexibility in the input, ranging from fixed structures to structure ensembles, and enables immediate visual analysis of the results. In contrast to conventional Sankoff-style approaches, ‘CARNA’ optimizes all structural similarities in the input simultaneously, for example across an entire RNA structure ensemble. Even compared with already costly Sankoff-style alignment, ‘CARNA’ solves an intrinsically much harder problem by applying advanced, constraint-based, algorithmic techniques. Although ‘CARNA’ is specialized to the alignment of RNAs with several conserved structures, its performance on RNAs in general is on par with state-of-the-art general-purpose RNA alignment tools, as we show in a Bralibase 2.1 benchmark. The web server is freely available at http://rna.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/CARNA.

INTRODUCTION

With the discovery of numerous regulatory and catalytic RNAs that act per se without requiring translation to proteins, non-coding RNA has moved into the focus of biological research. Computational methods for RNA analysis have become indispensable tools, due to the vast amount of genomic data and the high cost of experimental analysis.

Because the function of non-coding RNAs is often stronger related to their structure than to their plain sequence, their comparison requires methods based on sequence and structure similarity. Commonly, those approaches consider canonical secondary structures, namely the set of base pairs between the organic bases A-U, C-G and G-U, which are stabilized by H-bonds. This is usually sufficient, since the tertiary structure of RNAs largely depends on their secondary structure.

The secondary structure can be predicted using thermodynamic methods like RNAfold (1) or Mfold (2). Moreover, such tools compute base pair probabilities in thermodynamically equilibrated RNA structure ensembles (3).

Simultaneous alignment and folding, as originally proposed by Sankoff (4), is the acknowledged gold standard to predict the consensus structure and alignment of a set of related RNA sequences. Since the computational complexity of the original Sankoff algorithm is too high for most practical applications, several faster variants of the approach have been developed.

The Sankoff-simplification introduced by PMcomp (5) significantly reduces the run-time by using a simplified energy model based on base pair probability matrices. Due to this idea, an alignment is obtained in two steps. First, one computes a base pair probability matrix, a.k.a. dot plot, for each sequence separately using RNAfold. The dot plot contains the probabilities for all base pairs under the assumption of a Boltzmann distributed ensemble of structures. Subsequently, one computes an alignment that scores, in addition to sequence similarity,
the similarity of matched base pairs in a nested consensus structure according to their probabilities. This approach has been extended in LocARNA (6), which significantly improves the space and time complexity further by employing the sparsity of RNA dot plots; other such tools are Lara (7), FoldalignM (8) and RAF (9).

All these PMcomp-like alignment variants have the limitation that they score only a subset of the matching base pairs in the input dot plots. Although this works in scenarios where only a single nested consensus structure is conserved, there are situations where this is not the case. First, many RNA molecules do not form nested structures, but crossing structures which are called pseudoknots. Second, riboswitches have more than one stable structure and switch between these structures to perform certain functions. Furthermore it is unknown to what extend intermediate structures in folding pathways are conserved.

To overcome this limitation of the simultaneous alignment and folding approach, we have developed the RNA alignment tool CARNA (10). This tool aligns RNAs with multiple structures per RNA or entire structure ensembles, without committing to a single consensus structure. Instead of scoring the alignment of only a nested subset of the base pairs, it scores the matches of all base pairs in the base pair probability dot plots. Effectively, this allows aligning the entire Boltzmann distributed ensemble of structures.

In CARNA, all input structure information is encoded as dot plots, eventually. Like all PMcomp-style approaches, CARNA aligns base pairs only if they occur with non-zero probability in the input dot plots. Understanding this relation and specifying the input dot plots plays a crucial role in the practical use of the CARNA tool. For this purpose the web server offers various ways to specify the structure input. Although providing full low-level access, the server makes CARNA’s reliance on input dot plots largely transparent. For example, input structure ensembles with and without pseudoknots can be generated automatically. Given pseudoknotted input, pseudoknots are aligned by CARNA naturally. For example, dot plots with pseudoknots can be computed using the approach of (11), which is directly supported by the server. Optionally, the server computes structure ensembles under structure constraints and allows to align RNAs according to single structures with and without pseudoknots.

The web server provides convenient and complete access to CARNA. Since the introduction of CARNA in (10), we have extended the tool significantly. First of all, we support multiple alignments based on a progressive alignment scheme. Furthermore, we support anchor constraints, which allow the user to guide CARNA’s alignment based on prior knowledge. Finally, the scoring scheme of CARNA has been improved and supports now affine gap costs.

The web server provides informative graphical output, particularly showing a novel variant of dot plots, which we call ‘consensus conservation dot plots’. This allows the user to easily identify the conserved structural elements due to an intuitive color highlighting. Furthermore, the dot plots support the comparison of the individual sequences to the average dot plot obtained from the computed alignment.

Thus, the CARNA web server combines several unique features compared with general-purpose RNA alignment servers, e.g., our own LocARNA server (12) or the WAR web server (13) that allows comparing a variety of RNA alignment tools. Users who are already familiar with the LocARNA web server or command line tool, will appreciate that the scoring parameters, as well as the syntax for anchor or structure constraints for both tools are identical. Hence, in any work-flow, LocARNA can be easily exchanged with CARNA to account for the special requirements of pseudoknots or riboswitches.

**WEB SERVER**

**Input and output**

The input to the CARNA tool consists of a set of sequences and one dot plot per sequence. The associated dot plot encodes a set of potential structures by base pair probabilities. CARNA computes an optimal alignment of the sequences with respect to a sequence and structure similarity based scoring. This scoring is identical to the one of LocARNA, except that it scores all structural matches of base pairs according to their probability in the input dot plots. In contrast, LocARNA scores only the structural matches of base pairs in a single nested consensus structure. In addition to the alignment, the server outputs a consensus dot plot that is an average over the input dot plots according to the alignment. We show two copies of this dot plot, one in the upper right triangle and one in the lower left triangle. The plot of the lower left triangle is annotated with conservation information of each base pair, resulting in a ‘conservation consensus dot plot’. More precisely, the conservation of a consensus base pair is measured as ‘inverse deviation’ $1-2sd$, where sd is the standard deviation of the base pair’s probability across all sequences in the alignment. In this way, an inverse deviation of one corresponds to perfect conservation, whereas zero corresponds to maximum variance. To facilitate the interpretation further, we also provide a conservation dot plot for each single RNA. For these dot plots, we project the input dot plots to the alignment and complement them with consensus and conservation information in the lower left triangle. Whereas the upper right triangle shows the probabilities of base pairs in the single sequence, the lower left triangle shows the corresponding averaged probabilities. In the upper right triangle, we optionally highlight all base pairs that are highly probable in the consensus, where the user can specify a threshold probability. Figure 1 shows the output from an alignment of three tRNA sequences. In the upper right triangle, all base pairs with average probability above 0.5 are highlighted. The color mark up in the lower left triangle visualizes that the outermost stem is more conserved (red) than the other stems (blue/green).

**Usage**

In the simplest case, CARNA requires only a set of sequences in fasta format. Then, CARNA associates each sequence with a base pair probability matrix generated by RNAfold of the Vienna RNA package (14) or pairs (11)
of NUPACK. Optionally, the former computation is controlled by structure constraints. Alternatively, the user can specify fixed structures or upload custom probability matrices for some or all sequences. Fixed structures can be provided in dot-bracket representation (using different symbols for encoding pseudoknots). Structure and anchor constraints are specified as annotation of the fasta input. Finally, one can customize the alignment scoring parameters; we support the same comprehensive parameter set as our web server for LocARNA (12).

Once a job is completed the user is forwarded to the output page. For long-running jobs, the user can request email notification even after submitting the job. Typical jobs with 5 to 10 sequences of lengths up to 200 are usually completed within seconds to minutes. Moreover, the run-time depends on the number of base pairs in the input structures, e.g. fixed input structures are typically aligned faster than entire ensembles. In general, due to the high complexity of the problem, the run-time of CARNA can vary strongly. Even for same input sizes it depends on the complexity of the input dot plots. In some cases CARNA would run significantly longer than the typical time to find the best solution. For this reason, the server limits the search time by default (cf. Section Algorithm). Consequently, the run-time is limited to grow on average quadratically with the number of input sequences. Details of the visualization of the conservation consensus dot plots can be interactively controlled on the output page. Furthermore, one can download the individual dot plots and the alignment as postscript or pdf files or an archive containing the complete results.

Implementation
The web server is based on a generic framework that simplifies the setup of new front ends for arbitrary bioinformatics command line tools. The framework has been previously applied to the Freiburg RNA Tools Web Server (12) and was significantly extended for CARNA. Since many routine tasks of a web server, like input consistency checking, error handling and job scheduling are handled by the framework and shared by all tools, this contributes to a robust and consistent user experience.

Internally, the framework implements a generic wrapper around arbitrary command line tools. The tool-specific input parameters are described in a simple XML dialect. Based on this, the framework can automatically check the input for consistency, perform preprocessing, and pass it to the command line tool. For example, the parameter corresponding to the input sequences is annotated with the constraint ‘fasta file’ in the XML specification. Consequently, the framework checks the sequence input for valid fasta syntax and automates the error handling.

When the user submits a valid request from the input page, a script is submitted to our compute cluster managed by a Sun Grid Engine. This allows to handle many requests in parallel and adapt to varying workloads. Once the script finishes its execution, the user is redirected to the result page.

The framework runs as a web application in an Apache Tomcat container. The main functionality is controlled by a Java servlet, whereas JavaServer Pages technology allows to easily provide dynamic content. The interactive elements of the input and output pages are implemented using JavaScript.

ALGORITHM
The core algorithm of CARNA performs a pairwise alignment of sequences with dot plots. Although the alignment variant solved by CARNA is computationally complex (MAX-SNP-hard), we make this variant available for practical applications using advanced constraint programming techniques. Applying a branch and bound scheme, the algorithm finds step by step better solutions until the best solution is found. Usually CARNA finds an optimal solution within seconds to minutes. To find solutions of hard instances in reasonable time, the user

Figure 1. Bralibase 2.1 benchmark with CARNA compared with state-of-the-art, general-purpose RNA alignment tools. (a) APSI versus similarity to reference alignment measured by the SPS introduced with Bralibase 2.1. (b) APSI versus similarity to reference structure measured by MCC.
can specify a time limit for each pairwise alignment. When
this limit is exceeded, the tool returns the so far best
solution. The constraint algorithm is described in full
detail in (10).

Based on the pairwise algorithm, we construct multiple
alignments using a progressive alignment scheme. This step
is analogous to the multiple alignment method of LocARNA
(6). Thus, we follow the protocol of (6), only replacing
LocARNA by CARNA. The procedure starts by constructing
a guide tree out of all-against-all pairwise comparisons.
Then, beginning with the most closely related RNAs, one
progressively aligns the RNAs following the guide tree
from the leaves to the root. This scheme requires the
ability to align partial multiple alignments to each other;
therefore, after each progressive alignment step, we
compute an alignment profile as well as a consensus dot
plot that can be used as input for the next progressive step.

RESULTS
In (10), we have studied the performance of CARNA
on pseudoknotted RNAs and riboswitches. Here, we
additionally present a Bralibase 2.1 benchmark (15),
comparing CARNA to the state-of-the-art general-purpose
RNA alignment tools LocARNA, Lara, RAF and the
purely sequence-based alignment tool MAFFT (16).
Bralibase 2.1 contains instances of pairwise alignments
and multiple alignments of up to 15 sequences. Figure 2
shows LOWESS curves (17) based on all instances for two
important alignment quality measures versus the average
pairwise sequence identity (APSI). Figure 2a shows the
similarity of the generated alignment to the reference
alignment; this is measured by the sum-of-pairs score
(SPS) introduced with Bralibase 2.1. For Figure 2b, we
predict structures out of the generated alignments using
RNAalifold and measure its similarity to the reference
structure as Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) (18).
The motivation for plotting these measures against APSI
is that RNA alignment is particularly hard for low
sequence similarity instances.

Notably, the Bralibase 2.1 benchmark is tailored to the
standard case of RNA comparative analysis, where only a
single RNA structure is conserved. Although this bench-
mark does therefore not require CARNA’s special cap-
abilities, its performance is on par with the state-
of-the-art RNA alignment tools.
DISCUSSION
We have presented the web server CARNA for multiple alignment of RNA structure ensembles. In contrast to previous approaches for RNA alignment, CARNA is tailored for aligning RNAs with pseudoknots or several conserved structures. The latter is particularly useful for the alignment of riboswitches. The web server offers a convenient and intuitive way to interactively explore the results. For this purpose, we developed the concept of conservation dot plots for visualizing the conservation of base pairs by average probabilities and their variance.
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